Secure Frame Installation Guide

How to install the Secure Frame

① Use screwdriver key provided to release screws x 2 and remove cap.

② Slide your tablet PC into the frame from the base up, carefully.

③ Return the cap to the frame, slide on, locate the screw holes together and replace screws using the screwdriver to tighten.

④ You have now installed the secure frame.

4-dial Combination Type

Reset combination

① The pre-set combination is 0-0-0-0.
② In order to set your own combination, hold the lock and push the cable (B), and twist clockwise to fix to set your digits.
③ Then twist the cable (B) by counter-clockwise. Afterwards press immediately button (A), your own combination is now set. Keep it in mind!

1. Loop the cable around a secure object.

2. Press button (A) and insert the lock into the security slot of your notebook.

Then rotate the lock to 90° clockwise

Release button (A) and mix the number combination.

To open the lock set your own combination and press button (A).

Then rotate the lock to 90° counter-clockwise and open.
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